2017 Porsche 911 / 991 Turbo - Turbo S Exclusive Series, only 488 km, Golden
Yellow, a real collector
Turbo S Exclusive Series, only 488 km, Golden Yellow, a real collector
Lot sold
USD 373 065 - 458 337
EUR 350 000 - 430 000 (listed)
Baujahr 2017
Kilometerstand 488 km / 304 mi
Getriebe Automatik
Chassisnummer WPOZZZ99ZJS151782
Zahl der Sitze 4
Anzahl der Türen 2
Leistung 607 PS / 447 kW / 599 BHP
Antrieb Vierrad
Innenausstattung Leder
Lenkung Links
Innenfarbe Schwarz
Zustand Originalzustand
Standort
Kraftstoff Benzin
Außenfarbe Gold
Automobiltyp Coupé
Markenfarbe außen Golden Yellow

Beschreibung
The Porsche 911 Turbo S Exclusive Series is a special edition limited to 500 units produced by the Porsche Exclusive Manufaktur. In addition to be equipped with all the latest
technologies, its structure is a demonstration of Carbon use and lightweight, and the powertrain and chassis produce amazing performances. The exterior is demonstrative with
carbon components and exposed carbon bands on the roof and hoods, its exclusive hand made painting and its 20” rims with central nuts are mixing technology and crafts.
Inside, the feeling is different regarding the incredible refinement level achieved: carbon components, black leather with Golden Yellow decorative stitching, several plates and
logos remind that this is a very Exclusive Edition. And the wonderful Sport seats are 18-way adaptive, heated, ventilated and receive a “turbo S” logo in Golden Yellow
embroidered on the headrests for the top of comfort and luxury. Finally this demonstrative jewel is as well a high performance machine, its Twin Turbo engine of 607
horsepower can reach 100 km/h in only 2.9 seconds and 330 km/h top speed! But all the Porsche engineering systems adapt the chassis and power to ensure the car stability
and the adherence control, so driver and passengers can only focus on pleasure.
This Porsche 911 Turbo S Exclusive Series has been delivered in Belgium the 24th July 2017, the amazing color is Golden Yellow, the chassis holds the number
WPOZZZ99ZJS151782 and it is the 273th built over the 500 units. As factory option it received the useful front axle lift system. The car has been driven only 488 kilometers, it
gets its Porsche Certificate of Conformity and is to be registered.
This Golden Yellow 911 Turbo S Exclusive Edition probably gathers the best of modernity, refinement and performance ever produced by Porsche.
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